In honor of our 20th celebration, we’re proud and excited to provide this easy-to-use guide for procuring Navy, Navy Special Warfare, and Special Missions Solutions dive equipment. Don’t waste time researching the best products at the best prices, we’ve done the research for you. Here is a comprehensive, head-to-toe list of recommended products for outfitting your scuba or combat dive team.
SCUBA DIVER EQUIPMENT

ADS offers unparalleled equipment availability and streamlined procurement.
We feature a wide range of contractual vehicles to make product acquisition as easy as possible. Our contractual vehicles are simple to use, and each one has its own advantages dependent upon specific customer requirements.

A Xcel Military Hooded Suit
Part #: MM8765H4

B Aqualung Zephyr Snorkel
Part #: 180710

A Aqualung Glove, 5mm Kevlar Aleutian
Part #: D359115

D Xcel Military Flex Sole Dive Boot
Part #: AQ6503C5

E ScubaPro Frameless Dive Mask
Part #: 24.350.110

F Underwater Kinetics Blue Tang Knife
Part #: 530084

G Poseidon Diving System Xstream Deep MK3, Scuba Regulator
*ANU Approved*
Part #: 0100-000

H Poseidon Diving System Xstream Octopus, Yellow Octopus Regulator
*ANU Approved*
Part #: 0100-003

I Zeagle Ranger Buoyancy Compensator Device
*ANU Approved*
Part #: 7907RK-Size-BA

J Light & Motion Sola Dive 1200 Rechargeable Dive Light
Part #: 850-0144-D

K LBT Mesh Dive Bag
Part #: LBT-158E

L Mares Volo Power Open Heel Fins
Part #: 410008

M Luxfer 100CF Aluminum Cylinder, 3300 PSI (Thermo Pro Valve Included)
*ANU Approved*
Part #: LAL100

N Seatec Weight Integrated Belt
Part #: 1280

O Seatec Soft Dive Weights 1 – 5 lbs
Part #: WT1285-lbs

P Bauer Compressors Divers Air Compressor – Portable
*ANU Approved*
Part #: C-D/DV/NAVY/SS

Special Operational Equipment TLS Program
FedMall
Government Purchase Card (GPC)
At ADS, we are committed to consistently exceeding our customers’ expectations.

Our legendary customer service is a big part of what sets ADS apart from the competition. Our mission is to consistently exceed our customer’s expectations and discover and facilitate a need, far before a problem arises.

- **Aqualung Tactical Fusion Dry Suit**
  - Part #: 611027
- **Aqualung Glove, 5mm Kevlar Aleutian**
  - Part #: D359115
- **Xcel Military Flex Sole Dive Boot**
  - Part #: AQ6503C5
- **RINI Technology Free Diving Heating System (FDHS) *ANU Approved***
  - Part #: 102348
- **First Spear Aegir-38 Inflatable Plate Carrier *ANU Approved***
  - Part #: 300-90-00056-9009-03
- **Aqualung Emergency Breathing & Inflation System (EBIS) *ANU Approved***
  - Part #: 103670
- **Aqualung MODE Underwater Breathing Apparatus *ANU Approved***
  - Part #: 103670
- **Force Fin Pro**
  - Part #: FFPROBLBG
- **Aqualung Depth Gauge 0 – 80 FSW**
  - Part #: 757767
- **RJE International TAC-300 Combat Swim Board**
  - Part #: TAC-300
- **Aqualung Argonaut Cache Bag**
  - Part #: 100393
- **Aqualung Argonaut Cache Stake**
  - Part #: 100392
- **Hydraulics International Electric Driven O2 Booster Pump *ANU Approved***
  - Part #: EGB100B
- **Underwater Kinetics SL3 eLED Dive Light**
  - Part #: 522217
Did you know rinsing dive equipment with freshwater and letting it dry isn’t always enough to safeguard against saltwater corrosion, dry rotting, or verdigris?

Arduous marine conditions result in higher maintenance costs and equipment turnover. Regulators, underwater breathing apparatuses, and buoyancy compensators are a few examples of dive equipment with a shorter-than-average shelf life. Soft goods or anything rubber, such as flapper valves, rubber valves, O-rings, and seats - need to be checked, lubricated, and replaced often to ensure safe diving conditions.

ADS is a great resource for supplying parts, lubricants, or special tools on any planned maintenance systems (PMS). Put our knowledge and expertise to work for you!

No matter where your requirement is in its life cycle, we can help.

We leverage our diverse supplier relationships to source and integrate a total solution that is on time and on target, every time.

We’re known for collaborating across the industry. No matter what you’re looking for, our subject matter experts can quickly find and deliver the information and equipment you need. Bring us your mission - Your success is our purpose.
SUPPLEMENTAL DIVE EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

Underwater Vehicles (ROV)  Underwater Vehicles (AUV)  Assault Swimmer Suits  Dry Suits

Dry Bag  Boats & Motors

AED’s  Lift Balloons  Full Face Masks  Jet Boots

Underwater Dive Computers  Underwater Communication  Underwater Sonar & Navigation  Wetsuit & Drysuit Hangers